Mudcloth Bag

Pattern by

Rebecca Langford

Mudcloth Bag
Difficulty
Easy
Language
American Standard
Finished Size:
11″ wide x 14.75″ tall when laid flat
(before assembly)
Yarn
Approx. 550 yards of #3 (light) cotton
or cotton/acrylic blend. I used
Sarasota, a cotton/acrylic blend from
Cascade Yarn, in 2 colors:
COLOR A (“Navy Solid”): 300 yards
COLOR B (“White”): 250 yards
Hook Size
E (3.5 mm)
Gauge
21 SC x 24 rows = 4″ square
You’ll Also Need
Yarn needle, ruler, and 3 yards of
3mm macrame cord (or other
chosen material for drawstring
backpack strap)
The Cinch Bag Series
View similar designs at
www.yarnandchai.com/cinchbagseries

About the Pattern
The Mudcloth Bag is a design from the Cinch Bag Series (yarnandchai.com/
cinchbagseries). This design was inspired by traditional African mudcloth, a
beautiful handmade cotton fabric that has been a part of Malian culture since
the 12th century!
Terms and Abbreviations
ST/STS (stitch/stitches)
SK (skip)
CH (chain)
SC (single crochet)
FLO (front loop only)
Additional Notes
(1) You may choose to fasten off after each color change or carry your yarn up
through the inside of the bag. For this bag, I chose to carry both colors.
(2) Your seam WILL be on a slant. This is due to the fact that we are joining but
not turning our rounds; the slight offset of a crochet stitch’s top loops in relation to its base cause this slant to happen naturally. The only way to avoid the
slant is to turn each round, but it results in a busier-looking fabric that doesn’t
showcase the detailing of the bag nearly as well.

Instructions
------------

Pattern for Bag
-----------To Begin: With COLOR A, CH57.
Round 1: Working into the back bumps, SC in 2nd CH from hook and in each remaining CH. Working in FLO down
the opposite side of the chain, SC across. (You have now worked in both sides of each chain.) Join. (112)
Rounds 2-82: CH1, SC in same ST and in each ST around. Join. (112) Use the following color pattern:
Rounds 2-8 (8 rounds, inc. Round 1): COLOR A
Rounds 9-13 (5 rounds): COLOR B
Rounds 14-17 (4 rounds): COLOR A
Rounds 18-19 (2 rounds): COLOR B
Round 20 (1 round): COLOR A
Rounds 21-25 (5 rounds): COLOR B
Rounds 26-30 (5 rounds): COLOR A
Rounds 31-32 (2 rounds): COLOR B
Rounds 33-37 (5 rounds): COLOR A
Rounds 38-39 (2 rounds): COLOR B
Rounds 40-44 (5 rounds): COLOR A
Rounds 45-52 (8 rounds): COLOR B

Round 53 (1 round): COLOR A
Rounds 54-55 (2 rounds): COLOR B
Rounds 56-60 (5 rounds): COLOR A
Rounds 61-64 (4 rounds): COLOR B
Rounds 65-66 (2 rounds): COLOR A
Round 67 (1 round): COLOR B
Rounds 68-72 (5 rounds): COLOR A
Rounds 73-77 (5 rounds): COLOR B
Round 78 (1 round): COLOR A
Round 79 (1 round): COLOR B
Rounds 80-82 (3 rounds): COLOR A

After Round 82 is complete, fasten off and weave in ends.
Lay bag flat, seam side facing down. Locate the rightmost top stitch (leftmost for
lefties) and attach COLOR A in that stitch (SEE IMAGE RIGHT); proceed to Round 83.
Round 83 (drawstring holes): CH1. SC in same ST and in next ST. CH3, SK 3 STS.
(SC in each of the next 4 STS, CH3, SK 3 STS) around until only 2 STS remain. SC in
each of the remaining 2 STS. Join. (16 drawstring holes)
Round 84: CH1. SC in same ST and in each ST around, putting 3SC in each CH3
space. Join. (112)
Rounds 85-86: CH1, SC in same ST and in each ST around. Join. (112)
Fasten off and weave in all ends.

(Continued on next page)
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------------

Surface Detailing
-----------Using a yarn needle, add the surface detailing to the bag
according to the chart. COLOR A is represented by black, and
COLOR B is represented by white.
Here area few tips for adding the detailing:
•

Do each section separately. Cut your yarn first (each section will take a couple of yards), then start in the inside of
the bag so that your starting tail can be woven in on the
inside.

•

Start each section right at the seam.

•

Try adding all of the lines that go in the SAME direction
before coming back around to add the remaining lines.
(For example: instead of sewing like this: /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\ ,
sew all of the / / / / / / / / and then come back and do the \ \
\ \ \ \ \ \ .) This will help your lines to look more consistent.

•

If you run out of yarn before finishing a section, that’s ok!
Just finish off with an additional strand.

•

Don’t be alarmed that your surface stitches slant just a
bit. This is due to the nature of crochet stitches worked in
unturned rounds.

(Continued on next page)
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PLEASE NOTE:
From this point on, the photos in this tutorial are of a different design in the Cinch Bag Series,
but the techniques are exactly the same.

------------

Shaping the Bottom
-----------We’re going to use a simple trick to give our bag a little roominess at the bottom.

With the bag inside out, turn it upside down and position the bottom so that
one end lays out in a triangular shape, with the seam going up the center. Use
a ruler and measure a 3″ line across the corner of the base (mark the line with
tape if it helps). Sew a seam across the line (through both layers) with COLOR A.
Repeat on the opposite side.

Make sure all yarn is woven in, then turn bag right-side out. Here’s what it should
look like on the bottom:

(Continued on next page)
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------------

Tabs for Drawstrings
-----------Next, we’ll make some little tabs to secure the ends of our drawstrings to the backpack. Use the following pattern to
make two tabs:

To begin: With COLOR A, CH7.
Row 1: SC in 2nd CH from hook and in each remaining CH. (6)
Rows 2-6: CH1, turn. SC in each ST across. (6)
Fasten off leaving a 12″ finishing tail for sewing. Weave in starting tail.

Now, we’ll attach the tabs to the bag.

Step 1: Turn your bag so that the seam is facing UP. Locate the triangle on the bottom-left corner of the bag, formed when you shaped the bottom. Then, locate the edge
of the triangle that is on the seamed side of the bag (pink arrow). This is the side to which
we’ll attach our first tab.

Step 2: Using a yarn needle and the finishing tail, fold the tab over and sew it centered
along the edge of the triangle. Work your yarn needle through a couple of stitches on
the triangle edge as well as both top and bottom edges of the tab, so that you are sewing
the tab closed while also attaching it to the bag.

Step 3: When finished, weave the tail into the inside of the bag.

Attach the second tab to the triangle at the bottom-right corner of the bag, again using
the edge of the triangle that is on the seamed side of the bag.
(Continued on next page)
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------------

Attaching Drawstrings
-----------Cut two 1.5 yard lengths of macrame cord. Lay bag flat and locate the furthermost
hole to the right; starting from the outside, thread the first length of cord through the
hole and then, working leftward, proceed to weave it in and out of each hole around
the entire bag. You should end up with the cord exiting the bag through the hole
next to your starting hole.
Do the same thing with the other 1.5 yard length of cord, starting in the leftmost hole
and working rightward, continuing around the entire bag. (Both cords will be entering and exiting the same drawstring holes, in opposite directions.)

Take each pair of drawstring ends and thread them through their corresponding
tabs at the bottom of the bag. Tie ends together in a knot beneath each tab. Don’t
cut off the excess yet.
Cinch the backpack and wear it to test the length of your drawstrings, then readjust
knot placement as needed. Trim off excess cord.

Done!

-----I hope you enjoyed the pattern.
If you’re sharing on social media,
be sure to tag me @yarnandchai.design!
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